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Course of presentation (approx. 45 minutes)

• A short introduction
• On the project – background, motivation & initiation
• Relevance and framing – thematics of the presentation
• Short notes on method; ethnographic fieldwork (a premise for understanding the knowledge 

produced)

• The unnoticed elderly of the big city – about the people followed in the study
• Cases from the work – insights into unusual lives among the elderly, 

empirical touchdowns
• On developed concepts and their use
• The contribution to gerontology
• Outlook: What are the potentials in this kind of knowledge; on practical, 

political, societal levels?
• Questions and debate?



On the project
Research on ‘unususal’ elderly people and their everyday lives

Aim: To produce empirical insights into unnoticed and 
hidden lives among ‘marginalized’ elderly people in 
Copenhagen

Background for the project: A very narrow empirically based 
knowledge/research about this group of elderly people and 
their everyday lives

Entrance: Research initiated by Ensomme Gamles Værn in 
Nørrebro, Copenhagen: “Places To Be For Socially 
Marginalized Elderly People” (2012, translated title)



Relevance and framing
First question: What kind of contribution to the gerontological 
field lies within this kind of knowledge production?

• On a general level: Otherwise inaccessible insights into lives among 
elderly persons in 21. century Copenhagen, as they also appear; 
perspective and hard-to-obtain insights into ‘unusual’ and alternative 
ageing / old age

• Attention on a well-hidden group / community / ‘tribe’ (cf. ethno-
graphy) – promotes a an awareness on the fact that elderly people are 
living among us in alternative ways; neighbours, “public characters”, 
others!



Relevance and framing
Next question: What to gain for social workers and other professionals from 
this?

The research poses questions as well as it highlights paradoxes and 
requirements that must be answered and handled in practical settings (e.g.):
• Must (and can) we provide help to people that does not wish for this 

assistance? How? Why?
• How do we organize and design initiatives so they comply with the conditions, 

premises and preferences that characterize everyday life among unusual elderly 
people? (e.g. drop-in centers, social initiatives, dwellings and other kinds of institutionalized ‘helping hands’)

• Is the knowledge produced a manifestation of more broad societal 
problems? (e.g. increasing loneliness and socially exclusive mechanisms, a dissolving of the Danish welfare system, a 
homogenizing in the existing initiatives aiming at marginalized people and too narrow ideas about legitimate and ‘healthy’ 
elderly lives – health-regimes etc.)? Or a peek into a narrow part of the Danish elderly 
population? (cf. a lacking quantitative knowledge in the specific field)



Short notes on method; ethnographic fieldwork
A longitudinal research effort;

September 2011 to autumn 2015 (and longer…)

‘Participant observation’, qualitative interviewing, ‘relational work’ – when 
the ethnographer is ‘hanging out’ in the field over an extended period of 
time

Knowledge is produced in/through dynamic and entangled relationships to 
the research participants followed (cf. notions of ethnographic friendship 
and companionship)



Who are the ‘unusual’ elderly people of Copenhagen?
First: Why use the notion unusual in this context? (an attempt to avoid stigma and 
needless categorization)

• A diverse group of elderly people that use most of their time in the 
city space (public as well as publicly accessible space) – outside their formal dwellings;

drop-in centers, street corners, park sites, eating facilities, 
second-hand stores, bars etc.
• Elderly living with psycic peculiarities, social and economic poverty 

(etc.) as prominent features/circumstances in their everyday lives
• Unnoticed elderly people, predominantly men (but a few women) – living 

everyday lives on the sub-face of society
(cf. the sur- in “surface” from Old French meaning "above”)



Thematic 1: Everyday life on the move

”Frank”, widower, in his early 70ties

The day, the week and the year is structured in a firm circular 
pattern:

The daily stops:
Drop-in center 1, morning 8:45 – 11 (approx.)

Drop-in center 2, mid day 11 – 14:30
Drop-in center 3, afternoon/evening 15 – 20

A local church arrangement is visited regularly on Wednesdays



Everyday life on the move
”Frank”, widower, in his early 70ties

Frank: (…) the places are like dots on a line, all of them, right! So I visit them all… and then on 
Wednesdays… I don’t eat in ”Western” on Wednesdays… Then it’s the church I go to. But I take the 
trip anyhow, the three places… and then, when it’s about 2 in the afternoon, I head for the church… 
on Wednesdays. And I stay down there… They serve coffee and bread… all kinds of things, right…
Jon: And what about the other days?
Frank: Yes, then it is, how do you say that… then it’s normal, right… I mean then… then I eat at 
Western, right. And, when I’m in “Southern” (afternoon/evening).. Once in a while I eat yoghurt and 
French Bread and such down there… But I have my hot meal at noon, so I don’t bother eating warm 
food in the evening. I just have a couple of sandwiches. They are open ‘till 8 in the evening in 
Southern. And they are open on Saturdays and Sundays too… and on national holidays as well. They 
are open ‘till 5 in the afternoon… from 11 till 5 on the weekends and on national holidays. All year… 
I’m quite content with that…
Jon: And after Southern, what do you do when they close for the night?
Frank: Well, then I head home, and I sit for a while and… I watch the news and such. And then at 11 
or 11:30 I go to sleep… And in the morning I start all over again… when I wake up, right.



Thematic 1: Everyday life on the move
”Kaj”, Lives alone, in his late 60ies

Kaj leaves his apartment in a protected co-housing unit for ‘socially and 
mentally vulnerable’ people on a daily basis. He leaves the dwelling to move 
about in the city-scape, to stop, pay visits to select settings and to ‘reside’ in 
places of particular importance

• An exceptional relation to certain sites and areas (public parks, bridges, historical sites and 
monuments, different cities surrounding the Copenhagen area, etc.)

• Kaj moves to escape the silent and dull air of his apartment, and to ‘dwell’ 
in the city (to ‘connect with and ‘fuse’ into the city’ in a broad conception (cf. “The Companion City”); perceptions, 
past experiences, memories etc.; ‘stops and stays’, public transportation, ‘togetherness’ with both anonymous and wellknown
others…)

• To seek ‘entrenchment’ and continuity through movement/mobility 
practices: “I am a restless soul”



Thematic 1: Everyday life on the move

”Poul”, lives alone, in his mid 70ies

Leaves his small apartment in the morning to wander through and 
stay/’dwell’ in the cityscape

He frequents a large number of contexts and settings as e.g. secondhand 
stores, sites and plazas, public accessible parks, select shops and charitable 
institutions, canteens, particular city benches etc.

• Numerous small ‘projects’ throughout the cityscape (”The Turtles”, the “Lake Fishing”…)

• Daily movement/walks across a vast area of the city
• The existence of peculiar and strange relationships to lots of people 

throughout the city sphere; acquaintances found across the landscape (a 
controversial figure)



Morning; the city is conquered



Paying a visit to ”The Turtles”
a public park in Copenhagen



Chatting at The Bridge



In the apartment



Everyday life on the move – thematic pick-up

To live with a direction outwards the apartment(s)

Stretching out between housing and street

- A dissolution of the distinction between public and private 
realms as we conventionally understand these domains (that the 
park site, the street corner, the bar can be just as much ‘home’ as ‘away’)

To ‘cling’ through movement/mobility practices

cf. the concepts line and meshwork (Ingold 2007; 2011; 2015)



Thematic 2: The use of particular places
‘Clinging’ to others (and other)

”Jesper”, ¨lives alone, in his late 60ies

Leaves his apartment in the morning to reside in the city and to 
move between places of particular importance

• The sidewalk – the street corner – the bar – the sidewalk - the 
street corner – the bar – the sidewalk…

• The bar as a significant social institution in everyday life – an 
anchor (a significance that becomes tangible when following Jesper over time)

• The others of everyday life: ’The regular “day crew” in the bar, the 
barkeepers, de acquaintances at the street-sites, the daughter.



Thematic 2: The use of particular places
‘Clinging’ to others (and other)

”Birger”, living alone, in his late 60ies

Frequents sites and places as “The Cranny” (park site), different 
drop-in centers, “The Church”, local bars

• Drops by “The Cranny” on a daily basis to meet and socialize with 
others.

• Social and existential support found (and given) on this spot (partakes in 

friend’s meetings with the social authorities), exchange of information, news, small-talk 
and stimulants/substances.

• Ad-hoc sociality – site-dependend social relationships (or near-sociality)



Thematic 2: The use of particular places
‘Clinging’ to others (and other)

”Lars”, ´lives alone, first in his 70ies

Circulates in the cityscape throughout his waken time; distributes 
prescription drugs, stops by certain places to meet with ‘customers’, talks (a lot 

– and more than most acquaintances can stand), has troublesome relationships to the other 
people inhabiting the streets

• On the street, and on the go, most of the day / into the night
• Frequents a variety of sites and contexts; street benches, drop-in centers, 

park sites, bars etc.
• Companion- and relationships among the other species of the city; pigeons 

at the cemetery, stray cats, other wild living animals (social others – companions species)



”Masters” shop
Central Copenhagen



”Master” in the shop



A park site in the city
”Johnny’s seat”



The Church
Lifelines interweave (‘cling’) and entangle



Second-hand shop

/ Drop-in center

/

Social institution

(alternative) skills are put to work, a demand-less (or a lesser demanding) environment, proximity of 
well-known others (people and things), an alternative to established formal institutions



Street corner
/

Meeting place

/Social institution



Meeting place
/
Drop-in center

/Dining place



Bar
/

Drop-in center

/Para-home



The use of particular places – thematic pick-up
An interwoven ‘sub-face’’

City sites and places as para-homes; partial home-sites (the feeling of home is 
established in and across the city sphere)

Ad-hoc sociality; knowing where (and when) to meet each 
other/particular others (second-hand shops, park sites, drop-in centers, street corners etc.)

When social relations are site- and landscape-bound

Once again: a dissolution of the public/private distinction

Sites in the city as significant meshworks where everyday lives of the 
followed elderly people enmesh and entangle (The Church, drop-in centers, 
park sites, bars, second-hand shops…)



Thematic 3: Living, growing older and dying on the 
sub-face of society

Death as a constant social reference in everyday life (e.g. disappearances, fatalities, 
conversations about dead and dying acquaintances and continuous implicit references to the ‘reality of death’)

Awareness about the end of life is prominent among the followed people (cf. 
Jørgens ‘Death Map’)

The phenomenon of disappearances (e.g. ”Jørgen”, ”Thøger”, ”Poul”, others)

Municipality financed funerals – following The Priest on his work in a city 
quarter of Copenhagen – insights into death as it appears among the elderly 
on the sub-face (conversations with the bereaved, social work in community settings, participation in funerals and 
other church related activities)

”We are all counting our buttons around here” (Thøger); talk (or undecipherable 

silences) concerning missing (cf. disappearances) and dead elderly – a difference 
in death-related talk between context



Thematic 3: Living, growing older and dying on the 
sub-face of society
Staying alive in a world of death:

Jon: We were talking about the people you have around and… that is quite a few.
Kaj: Yes, that is quite a few… there are not so many… in fact… I don’t’ have, Jon, it’s not 
that… I have grown older and people have died and the last thing with Helena (a girlfriend 
that died recently, ed.) that… (short pause) I guess that… I mean you can be lucky or 
unlucky in life… I don’t know. I just think… the last friend I had he died too, right. Helena is 
passed, right, and I really don’t dare putting myself on the line again, like tying myself to 
other people again. I might have gotten a bit like Helena, right, securing my distances 
towards other people. I don’t want to obligate and make connections to new people any 
more.
Jon: Yes, I get what you are saying.
Kaj: Yes, but it might also be about me getting older, I’m approaching later life, right!

Isolation as a (self chosen?) tactic in everyday life; securing ones distances 
to avoid further losses – to avoid loosing more



Thematic 3: Living, growing older and dying on the 
sub-face of society



Death Map omitted of ethical reasons

Jørgens Death Map – keeping track with life 164 deaths among friends and acquaintances



What are the potentials in this kind of knowledge; on practical, 
political, societal levels?
Concepts (or ‘tools’) as;

• The sub-face of society
• Unusual elderly people (an alternative to existing concepts)
• Ad-hoc sociality
• Para-home(s)
• The enmeshment of everyday life (tactics)
• Stretching out between housing and street (an everyday life practice)

Concepts that point to particular life practices (life and death), patterns and premises as 
they appear among particular elderly people in the metropolitan sphere 
(Copenhagen)

The work enables us to see and grasp everyday life conditions among otherwise 
well-hidden and transparent elderly people, living unconventional lives in 21st

century Copenhagen

Provides a glimpse onto the sub-face of society (to see things/lives/phenomena otherwise withdrawn from direct 
access!)



What does the work offer to Danish gerontology?
e.g.:

 A new scientific footing for social workers and other professionals working 
with unusual elderly people (a mobility-based and cross-contextual knowledge)

 A foundation upon which new initiatives (e.g. drop-in centers etc.) can be 
build – the ambition to develop institutions that fit ‘unusual’ target groups 
– people living “below the radars” of the social system (cf. knowledge from e.g. bars and 
second-hand stores)

 A challenge of age-related and age-normative (pre)conceptions (cf. “Who are the 
elderlies in the Danish society?”, “Can later life also be like this?”)

 A sharpened gaze for everyday lives among transparent and ‘silent’ elderly 
people (potential neighbours, “Public characters” in the city, others)

 A contribution to political and societal awareness about this kind of elderly 
everyday lives – and their extend! (cf. “Doesn’t the welfare state embrace all its citizens?”)

Knowledge that has to be converted / translated in(to) practice – in 
contexts where the expertise resides!



Publications based on the project
• ”En upåagtet verden af bevægelse: Et etnografisk studie af hverdagsliv blandt 

usædvanlige ældre mennesker i storbyen”. (ph.d.-afhandling) Aalborg: Aalborg 
Universitetsforlag, 2017. (download via hjemmeside)

• “Urban Borderlands of Mobility: Ethnographic Fieldwork Amongst 
Unconventional Elderly City People” (antologikapitel). In: Experiencing Networked 
Urban Mobilities: Practices, Flows, Methods. red. K. Hartmann-Petersen; M. 
Freudendal-Pedersen; E. L. P. Fjalland. London: Routledge, 2017

• ”Ældre, der lever deres vågne timer på gaden” (antologikapitel). In: Gerontologi (foreløbig 
titel). red. S. Glasdam; F. F. Jacobsen. GAD's forlag, 2018

• ”Vejfarende etnografi: Om at træde ind i landskabet gennem længerevarende 
feltarbejde” (antologikapitel). In: Etnografier. red. M. H. Jacobsen & H. L. Jensen. 
København: Hans Reitzels Forlag, 2018.

• ”Usædvanlige ældre på samfundets underflade” (foreløbig titel). Bog baseret på ph.d.-
afhandling (under udarbejdelse), forventet 2018

• ”At følges med det andet-end-menneskelige: hverdagsliv blandt usædvanlige ældre i 
København” (tidsskriftartikel). In: Gerontologi, forventet 2018.



´Thanks a lot for the attention!
jdr@edu.au.dk
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